Genesis Management Consulting Limited

Taking strategic decisions in, and leading your company
through, the global economic crisis

Introduction
The global economic crisis is impacting on almost every organisation in one form or other.
From a decision making perspective, there are two broad ways in which we are impacted
•
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•

We are being forced to make certain decisions because of the crisis. For instance:
o Do we investigate new markets to make up for our falls in revenue from
traditional sources; or increase our focus on our existing markets?
o Should we be retrenching staff or considering other ways to reduce costs?
o How can we discover, and capitalise on, the opportunities that are hidden
within this environment?
Our normal decision making process is also impacted through the need for more
frequent strategic decisions and greater uncertainty when making them. For instance:
o The decision to make a capital investment in new capacity is made more
complex through the difficulty in forecasting future demand.

In the latter half of 2011, a small global group of experts formed part of a digital workshop to
consider these types of challenges that individuals and organisations face when taking
strategic decisions in the economic crisis that the world is facing. The objective is to provide
some actionable advice for people who are looking for ways to lead their organisation through
the challenge and to grasp the new opportunities that always abound in such environments.
The process was directed by Simon Gifford of Genesis Management Consulting Limited and
was driven through the use of a unique web-based tool, THOUGHTstream that is designed to
facilitate open discussion around a theme, among a group of people who may be
geographically dispersed. The expert panel consisted of 12 people from 4 continents with deep
expertise in strategy, decision making and general business. The members of the panel are
listed in the appendix to the document.
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The discussion was focussed on the challenges around decision making in the crisis, but the
breadth and nature of the dialogue also included thoughts on leadership and strategy. The
broad areas covered through the process were:
•
•
•
•

The impact that the economic crisis is having on business, management and decision
making
How business has typically responded to these challenges
How this has complicated decision making and, in fact, revealed flaws in the nature of
the decision making processes of many organisations.
Ideas on how organisations should address these economic crisis-related issues; and
further how they might move beyond survival to thinking about seeking new
opportunities.

This document will address each of these areas in turn.
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The impact of the economic crisis
The initial question posed to the panel was:
“What are the fundamental global changes around the world that are being caused (directly
or indirectly) by the crisis?”
The four broad changes identified were:
A massive increase in levels of uncertainty – in many areas, but specifically mentioned were
broad demand uncertainty, changing consumer patterns and general economic uncertainty
(including uncertainty around the timing and direction of the recession itself).
Global economic power shift – at a macroeconomic level, the basis of economic power
(current and future) has moved its locus. To an extent, some of these shifts were already
taking place. For instance, higher growth from the BRICS was happening before the crisis.
However, there has been a significant acceleration in these shifts, combined with a number of
other new movements such as the difference in power (economic and political) between
states within the Euro zone.
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Political manoeuvring and blame-seeking – between government and business; between
political parties; between nation states; and between regulators and everybody! Governments
in power are facing huge criticism for how they are handling the crisis and this is undermining
their support making changes in a number of governments highly likely. This, in turn, causes
further uncertainty and instability.
Increasing unemployment, although not universal – is impacting many developed countries.
Further, the move to increasing “fiscal discipline” is worsening this situation. This
unemployment level combined with increasing austerity measures is a major cause of unrest
among the general population, putting even greater pressure on governments.

In addition to the four challenges above, the situation is exacerbated by the fact that the
majority of leaders are simply unprepared to handle this situation. There is limited experience
in facing up to this level of dramatic economic and social change; and there is a demand for an
increasing number of, and more complex, decisions. This leads us onto the next stage – how
have we responded?
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The result of the impact and how business has responded.
When asked how businesses and governments had responded to the global economic crisis,
the panel’s conclusion covered 6 main areas:
Shortening of time-frames – in planning, decision making, strategy and operations. The crisis
has had the impact of bringing our time horizon much closer because the level of uncertainty is
increasing exponentially with time. Long term decisions get pushed out or postponed entirely.
Greatly reduced risk tolerance – organisations have become increasingly sensitive to levels of
risk and have become more conservative in their taking on of risk. This risk intolerance
together with shorter time-frames means that organisations are far less reluctant to employ
permanent staff and have reduced the number of long-term investments, so areas such as
R&D suffer from reduced funding.
Much greater internal focus – caused by a number of factors. In order to survive (and match
costs with reduced levels of revenue), enterprises have had to seek ways of cutting costs, or at
least converting fixed costs to flexible ones. Furthermore, with the levels of demand
uncertainty, these cost reduction initiatives seem more certain of improving profitability than
do market-based actions – and are therefore gaining greater attention than external
opportunities.
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Cash “hoarding” and financial conservatism – there has been a reduced ability to obtain
financing which has caused cash-rich organisations to hold onto cash; and for other companies
(especially small and medium-sized businesses) to be far more conservative in their use of
cash. This has also impacted on the public sector who are paying their suppliers far more
slowly (and sometimes not at all in the case of, for instance, some of Spain’s provinces).
Increased regulations of financial services. The financial service industry has, not entirely
unfairly, been regarded as one of the main contributors of the crisis. Partly as a response to
political and man-in-the-street pressures; and partly through a panicky response to prevent a
reoccurrence of the financial crisis, there is a raft of regulations being considered and
underway to exert greater control over the financial sector.
Haphazard response to the crisis – is not uncommon. Organisations have had a tendency to
react to symptoms, rather than considering the environment as an inter-related whole. An
example of this would be an organisation facing a falling share of market in a segment
(perhaps resulting from consumers “trading down”) and reducing their costs to compensate;
rather than recognising that the situation causing this, could in turn also be offering new
opportunities that are not being addressed (and after costs cut-backs will probably remain
unaddressed).
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Impact on decision-making
The group was asked to comment on how our decision making ability had been impacted by
the crisis. The expert panel believes that in environments undergoing this level of rapid
change, the number of strategic decisions that must be taken is likely to increase; and
furthermore in this global-crisis, the level of complexity and uncertainty has also risen.
The panel’s response covered the two approaches to decision making: the rational, analytical
approach and an intuitive approach. Obviously, most people do not take decisions using only
one of these styles, but in order to highlight the potential risks it helps to separate them into
these two categories.
Challenges to highly analytical approach. This approach relies on data and information to
construct platforms upon which to take decisions. Unfortunately, in this environment it is
often difficult to obtain consistent data when the level of change is so intense. This approach is
further hampered by the fact that past patterns and trends are not a good predictor of future
patterns and trends. A further criticism of this approach is that it takes time to undertake –
and this is a luxury that may be ill-afforded within the crisis.
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Advice from the panel is “know what you know; and know what you do not know”.
Challenges to a more intuitive approach. While the more intuitive approach relies less on hard
data, the panel believe that good intuition is generally based on deep-experience even when
this experience is only analogous to the situation. However, two years after the crisis has
begun, are we now only really beginning to understand the underlying causes; and are far from
accurately predicting the inter-related nature of the impact. Therefore, an intuitive approach
also has potentially less efficacy, given there is limited evidence that “deep experience” is valid
within this context.
Advice from the panel is “do not confuse emotion with intuition”, which is common in
tense situations when timing is critical.
Limited change to decision making processes. Although the above two comments seem to
indicate that it is difficult to make a good decision, this is only because few organisations have
done much to consciously adapt their decision making processes to this dynamic environment
– or even recognise it is necessary to do so. Advice on improving the decision process is given
in the next section.
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Surviving, and thriving, in the crisis.
The expert panel covered three broad areas when asked what steps organisations should be
taking to survive (and even thrive) in the crisis. The areas were: decision making, flexibility in
strategies and leadership tips.

DECISION MAKING ADVICE
Tip 1: Have a decision making process in place before you are hit with a crisis decision point.
Many organisations assume that processes appropriate for operational, day to day decisions
are adequate for critical strategic decisions – which is far from correct. How the decision is
made, what steps are necessary, what information is sought, who is involved … all these are
different to the normal decision process. Generally, we do not have the luxury of the time to
be designing the process when we should be debating and deciding.
How? A suggestion is to have a crisis committee in place and a robust process that is
quickly adaptable to the decision at hand.
6

Tip 2: Frame the decision carefully
Being sure what are the dimensions and parameters of a decision is always important – but
often this is even more important in the crisis when so many areas of the business are under
stress. For instance, the decision to invest in, and launch a new product line could quickly
become a debate about a decision to outsource production of packaging materials for all
products.
How? A suggestion here is to frame the decision and then widen and shrink the frame
to find the most appropriate level.
For instance, if the decision frame is “should we buy company X, that our investment
bankers have offered us?”
Widening the frame, we could ask “Is acquisition a reasonable strategy to achieve our
objectives in the current circumstances?”
Shrinking the frame, we may ask “Could we obtain the rights to buy company X in 12
months if the circumstances are appropriate?”
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Tip 3: Take a holistic and systems view of the context
In some ways this is the antithesis of the point above, but also highlights the tensions that
need to be maintained and balanced in these complex decisions. As far as possible, it is
important to understand the inter-relatedness of issues in the system, so we can be aware of
the ramifications and consequences of our actions. This is relevant to areas within our control
as well as to possible reactions from players outside of our control such as distributors and
competitors.
How? Using visual tools, such as the Consideo modeller systems tool, to develop a
systems model can be useful to move our understanding forward even if the model is
imperfect (as all models are!). Using game theory to test actions and reactions can also
expand the boundaries of areas under consideration.
Tip 4: Understand what is known and what is unknown
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Although levels of uncertainty are higher within this crisis, it is critical to “know what you
know; and know what you do not know”. Furthermore, it is important to try and understand
which uncertainties can have an impact on the outcome of the decision – and then try and
advance our knowledge of these areas. It may be impossible to gain perfect knowledge to
inform our decision, but at least we can work at narrowing down the number of critical
unknowns and so reduce the risk profile of the decision.
How? Develop a 2x2 matrix with the horizontal axis: Known / Unknown; and the
vertical axis Critical / Non-critical and plot issues in one of the four cells. Whatever
ends up in the critical – unknown cell should be ear-marked for investigation to
increase our understanding of these issues before taking the decision.
Tip 5: Get external views
In this economic crisis with many things changing rapidly, it is essential to widen the net for
capturing ideas, opinions and knowledge. Often people operating at the boundary of an
organisation (for instance customer-facing or purchasing) may be more in tune with latest
developments and trends than senior management sitting in the executive office. Obtaining
inputs from outside the organisation is also essential; this could include distributors,
customers, regulators, consultants and industry experts.
How? There are numerous ways to go about eliciting input from people not normally
consulted in critical decisions (internal and external). As an example, Genesis has
developed a tool called INSTRAT which operates off the same web-based programme
used in this research (THOUGHTstream). It allows for a rich collection of ideas and
thoughts, through an interactive discussion focussed around chosen themes, yet less
restraining than a research survey tool.
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Tip 6: Use available tools and technologies to improve the odds.
There are a wide range of tools available that can support the decision making process in a
variety of ways from using visualisation to combat complexity through to data analytic tools
that help us get perspective on large amounts of data. In the past, many of these may have
been discarded as overly sophisticated for the decision at hand. Now however, with higher
levels of complexity and uncertainty, they are becoming ever more essential to improve the
odds of making a good decision.
How? Identify a number of “decision coaches” within your organisation (or perhaps
external if more appropriate). These are senior people who, through training and
study, become experts in decision making including increasing their knowledge of the
tools and technology that are available. These coaches should then be used to
facilitate the process of taking strategic decisions and ensuring best practices are
adhered to.
Certain tools, such as the lesser-known EIDOS visual thinking tool from the Parmenides
Foundation, in the right hands, can go a long way to capturing the advice encapsulated
in all 6 of the tips above.
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ADVICE ON STRATEGY

Tip 1: Build flexibility into your strategies
Despite greater uncertainty in the world, it is as critical (if not more so) to continue developing
and working to a strategy. However, the advice from the expert panel is to build flexibility into
these strategies that allows for agility in response to changing circumstances.
How? There are various ways of doing this, but using options thinking can be
immensely valuable. Furthermore, recognising that a strategic decision normally forms
part of a sequence of decisions and considering these possible future decisions under
different scenarios (perhaps constructing a decision tree or Bayesian network), then
we are often able to build in a flexibility that can limit the downsides of poor outcomes
and possibly enhance the benefits of good outcomes.
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Tip 2: Challenge assumptions and the status quo
In more stable environments, the underlying assumptions that are often “baked into” our
thinking may cease to be valid in times of rapid and fundamental change. Often these are so
entrenched that it is easy to forget that they are indeed assumptions - and are considered as
facts. The expert panel suggests that a process of questioning and challenging these “facts”
can have a critical effect on the outcome of our decisions. Importantly, by recognising that
certain underlying assumptions are no longer valid can point to great opportunities that may
be being missed by competitors.
How? A “challenge board” was suggested in an earlier article Genesis published on
taking decisions in the face of “unknown unknowns”, whereby a new group of people
are introduced to the decision making forum to provide different perspectives and
increase the levels of debate. They may be sourced from both inside and outside the
organisation.
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Tip 3: Innovate and disrupt
When considering strategy in these times, there are often significant opportunities to consider
how the status quo may be disrupted. The economic crisis, combined with rapid advances in
technology, has allowed for a number of novel business models to develop. The downward
pressures on spending power, combined with technology-driven lower cost solutions, has
allowed businesses as diverse as car sharing, software-as-a-service and on-line conferences to
thrive.
How? Through active promotion of an external, opportunity-seeking mind-set within
the organisation by the executive team can make a difference. Additionally, a designapproach to new opportunities (a define – prototype – test - learn – iterate –
implement cycle), often works better than a build-from-analysis approach more
commonly used in business situations.
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ADVICE ON LEADERSHIP
Although the research was not aimed at discussing leadership per se, a number of thoughts
arose that are worth capturing as they support good decision making practice. Many
Executives on reading the tips below may consider them a little obvious – however, on asking
themselves if they are really doing these 3 things consistently, there may be room for further
consideration.
Tip 1: Promote a positive vision
It is critical that senior management have, and portray, a vision that sees the organisation
riding out, and preferable strengthening itself, through the economic crisis.
Tip 2: Demonstrate personal commitment to values and ethics
Values and ethics often come under immense pressure in these tough times. For instance,
“commitment to all employees” can sound hollow in the midst of a retrenchment programme.
Leadership need to demonstrate their own commitment to these values and a sharing of the
pain of the situation.
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Tip 3: Communicate widely and in both directions
Although the temptation is for the executive team to develop a laager mentality and reduce
the level of communication (on the basis that no news is good news), the exact opposite is
required. Employees of the organisation need to have an understanding of the difficulties
faced and the risks being taken – and in fact may well have useful ideas of how to improve the
situation. Therefore two-way communication is also important, for instance using “town hall”
type meeting environments.
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Conclusion
The research covered 4 broad areas: what has been the impact of the crisis on decision
making, how organisations have responded, how it has complicated our decision making
processes and ideas as to how to address these challenges.
The expert panel provided their views on each of these areas as well as pragmatic ways to
overcome them and further, to go beyond that and capitalise on the opportunities that are
always available in these environments.
This document has sought to capture these findings at a high level with sufficient detail to give
readers some practical tools and processes to help them address their own specific issues. The
majority of the panel are available to give presentations or workshops that provide even more
detail; and are able to work with you and your organisation to assist you in tailoring and
implementing a strategy to survive and thrive in the global economic crisis. If you are
interested in discussing this further, please contact me at sgifford@genesis-esp.com and I will
put you in contact with the most relevant person within the expert panel.
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On the Genesis web-site you will find a page (surviving and thriving in the crisis) dedicated to
assisting organisations working through these tumultuous times. Among other things, it
includes details of a number of different types of workshop that could be run in-house to allow
your organisation to capture some of these best practices – and to help you survive and thrive
within this global economic recession.
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Appendix
Expert Panel

Name

Keith Ten Brook
Bill Cabiro
Thomas L. Doorley
Gary DeGregorio
Nicky Bicket
Eulogio Naz
Jenny Sutton
David Brock
Ianna Contardo
Rhonda Stewart
Goodnews Cadogan

Organisation

Decision Innovation, USA
Strat-Wise Consulting, USA
Sage Partners, USA
Decision Innovation, USA
The Katale Partnership, UK
SCS (and others), Spain
RfP Company, Asia
Ben Gurion University, Israel;
Oxford Said, UK
SP Jain Centre of
Management, UAE
Stratfund Consulting, SA
Village Leadership, SA

Email address

Keith.tenbrook@decisioninnovation.com
Bill.cabiro@gmail.com
Tdoorley@sagepartners.net
Gary.degregorio@decisioninnovation.com
Nbicket@katale.co.uk
Eulogionaz@gmail.com
Jenny@rfpcompany.com
Dmb.ios@gmail.com
Ianna.contardo@spjain.org
Rhonda@stratfund.co.za
Goodnews@villageofleaders.com
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Simon Gifford (sgifford@genesis-esp.com ), Director of Genesis Management Consulting, as
well as acting as facilitator of the process, also gave his input as a decision expert.
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